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CREATING ARTWORK WITH MEANING

HIGH QUALITY WORK: COMPLEX
DUE 6/4

Complex

I know my objects:

History

Place of Origin

Significance

Use &/or application

I researched and selected shapes to

best symbolize my object

SYMBOLISM & SHAPE

How can we use shapes to symbolize 

our Object (story/object)?
High Quality work is:

RUBRIC

WEEK ONE 5/10

Practicing Mandalas
How can we use images and shapes to convey a

theme/story?
DUE: 5/14

WEEK TWO 5/17

SHAPE 
How can we use shapes to symbolize 

our Big Concept (story/object)? 
DUE 6/4

WEEK THREE 5/24

THEME
How can we use theme to convey a deeper

meaning of our object?
DUE 6/4

WEEK FOUR 6/1, 6/7

Layout & Design
How can we use layout and design to create

beautiful mandalas?
DUE 6/11

WEEK FIVE - 6/14

FINAL DRAFT
How can we combine symbolism, theme, layout

and design, and color to create are with meaning? 
DUE 6/18

A Mandala is a circle filled with symbolic images and/or

shapes. It has symmetry and central focal point.

Traditionally, mandalas are used to convey meaning and in

some cultures to represent the connection between the

individual and cosmos. For our project,  our mandalas tell

the story of our object and natural resource. We will

intentionally use shape, texture, space, and color to convey

symbolic meaning of our object (objects/natural

resource/story). Questions? Comments? Concerns?

contact abeckwithmalone@hightechhigh.org

WHAT ARE MANDALAS?

HOW CAN 
WE CREATE 
ART WITH

 MEANING?

Complex

I selected a theme that

Is easily identifiable

I can explain the connection each

item to my object

Compliments my object’s

(use/significance/history)

Use 1 shape that convey my theme

THEME

How can we use theme to convey a

deeper meaning of our object?
High Quality work is:

CRAFTSMANSHIP
DUE 6/11

Craftsmanship

My Artwork is neat and clean

My object and items are easily identifiable

My lines are neat

My paper is clean

My Artwork has

one central focal point

a outer shape

1 object

2-3 themed items

1st & 2nd DRAFT 

How can we use layout and design to create

beautiful mandalas?
High Quality work

FINAL DRAFT
DUE 6/18

Authenticity

My artwork is original

I have all elements:

1 central/focal shape

1 object

2-3 themed items

1 outer shape

Colored beautifully

My mandala is complex (see Symbolism & Shape)

My mandala has good craftsmanship (See Theme)

How can we  combine symbolism, theme,

layout and design, and color to create art

with meaning? 
High Quality work:


